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Introduction

In designing middleware for wireless mobile devices, the
environment is notably different from its wired counterpart.
Compared to fixed networks and hot-spots, wide-area wireless networks tend to offer lower bandwidth, and higher latency and pricing. The computing capabilities of devices
are weaker, and every CPU cycle counts, as energy consumption is a key issue for making a device successful in
the marketplace.
Our research project Fuego Core has built a prototype
middleware platform for this mobile environment1 . We
have chosen to direct our work based on existing standards
as much as possible, so that our middleware will be compatible with existing deployed infrastructure on the fixed
network side. In particular, we build everything on top of
Internet Protocol (IP).
A distinguishing characteristic of our project is the
strong interaction between theory and implementation. As
a group with expertise in software engineering, we have
put great effort into the implementation, striving for an approach not only theoretically sound but also well thought
out from a practical point of view. The contributed set of
middleware primitives in our approach are thus more than
a set of pieces that work together on the paper: the implemented parts fit together in a manner characteristic of wellengineered software.
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selection of components is similar to that of other mobile
Space API
middleware systems [2, 9].
At the bottom is the Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [5],
currently being standardized by the IETF. HIP provides a
cryptographic namespace for identities separate from IP addresses, making it possible to identify hosts and connect to
them even if their IP addresses change.
As the principal data format of our system we use XML,
so selecting SOAP as the messaging protocol was a natural choice. While we use standard application-layer protocols, we also provide additional support for mobility on top
of these. XML processing is handled through an API that
is better suited for messaging than common APIs [3]. As
an option, we also provide a binary serialization format for
XML [4], which is much more compact than regular XML,
but retains data model compatibility with it.
We see publish/subscribe communication [1] as a crucial
enabler of future network applications, due to its asynchronous many-to-many communication paradigm. The Fuego
event service is intended as the primary communication ser-

Architecture

The architecture of the current Fuego middleware platform is shown in Figure 1. This figure is divided into APIs
on the left, showing what functionality we have considered
necessary, and implementations on the right, showing what
component of the middleware implements which API. This
1 Implementation available at http://hoslab.cs.helsinki.
fi/homepages/fuego-core/
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